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Ad-Hoc Query on the use of language analyses in the removal process 

 

Requested by BE EMN NCP on 23th of February 2011  

 

Compilation produced on 12
th

 of April 2011 

 

Responses from Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, Estonia, Finland, France, Hungary, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, The 

Netherlands, Slovak Republic, Slovenia, Sweden, United Kingdom plus Norway (16 in Total) 

 

 

Disclaimer: The following responses have been provided primarily for the purpose of information exchange among EMN NCPs in the framework of 

the EMN. The contributing EMN NCPs have provided, to the best of their knowledge, information that is up-to-date, objective and 

reliable. Note, however, that the information provided does not necessarily represent the official policy of an EMN NCPs' Member State. 
 

1. Background Information 

 
Because of recurrent problems linked with the identification of persons to be removed, the Immigration Office is initializing a project in order to raise the chances of 

the identification procedure of illegal immigrants.  It concerns illegal immigrants who are difficult to remove from the Belgian territory by using false identities 

and/or false nationalities. Belgium wants to use new procedures/methods like language analyses and native speakers to determine the origin of the person to be 

identified. It would be very interesting to know which member states already use language analyses for identification of illegal immigrants. 

  

If your country uses language analysis in the removal process, we would like to know: 

  

1)      Who treatens your language analyses? A company or linguists at universities? 

2)      What is the education level of the language experts? Do they all have a scientific/ linguistic – background? 

3)      Since when do you use language analyses? 
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4)      How many illegal immigrants have been identified and how many have been effectively been returned on the basis of language analyses? 

5)      Which criteria do you use in order to decide to make a language analysis? 

6)      How much time does an analysis more or less take? 

7)      Which company/who makes eventually a contra-assessment of the language analysis? 

8)      Which difficulties do you encounter connecting to language analysis? What are the advantages/disadvantages? 

9)    Do you use native speakers? If yes, how do you use them? What are your recrutement criterions? 

10)   How do you interview? Face-to-face? Or do you send a tape of the interview to the language expert? Why do you do it that way? What are the 

advantages/disadvantages? 

11)   Which questions do you ask? Do you have a list with questions for each country? If you haven‟t, can you give a short overview about the questions you ask 

(for example about meals, habits…) 

12)   How much does a language analysis cost? 

13)   In general: which difficulties do you encounter for this kind of interviews? 

 

 

 

 

2. Responses 

  Wider 

Dissemination? 
 

 Austria No This EMN NCP has provided a response to the requesting EMN NCP. However, they have requested that their response is not 

disseminated further 

  Belgium Yes So far Belgium does not use language analyses for the removal process. 

 Czech Republic Yes Czech Republic never used language analysis. In several asylum cases language analysis was proposed but never realized due to objection 

of the respective asylum seekers. Swiss Federal Office for Migration was contacted to provide for the analysis in these cases. 

 Estonia Yes 1. Estonia has used a language expert working in Sweden. 

2. This expert had a linguistic background. 

3. Estonia uses language analysis very rarely. 

4. One person in removal process has taken part in a language analysis. His removal was successful after the analysis. It is not usual 

that persons in removal process are taking part in language analysis process.  

5. The criteria – lack of documents, lack of credible country of origin data from the person. 

6. This one analysis took about 30 minutes.  

7. - 

8. Language analysis does not provide credible evidence of the person‟s origin and embassies do not issue travel documents based  

on the results. Language analysis is more likely to be accurate if the person‟s actual origin is guessed correctly. Language experts 
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are not experts in many languages. 

9. This one analysis was done by phone as the expert was in Sweden. Estonia did not have an expert of the language the person was 

speaking. 

10. The expert did the interview. We do not know the questions. 

11. No information available 

12. The main difficulties are: 

a. Lack of cooperation from the person in removal process. 

b. Guessing the real origin of the person as this is the main information needed for finding the language expert for this 

language. 

c. Finding the actual language expert. 

d. Financial means.  

e. Results are not credible as real evidence like identity documents. 

 Finland Yes The police, who are in charge of executing the removals, do not use language analysis in the removal process. Finland will however 

provide a more general response to some of the questions, especially regarding the asylum process where language analysis is used as a 

means to try to ascertain the identity of the applicant. 

 

1. When the Asylum unit considers that there is a need for language analysis in conjunction with an asylum application, it asks the police 

to conduct a language analysis by an external service provider 

 

2. The company that conducts the analysis uses a native speaker and a linguist to perform the analysis. In many cases, also the native 

speaker has taken some linguistic courses. 

 

3. The Asylum unit has used language analyses more frequently since 2009. 

 

5. A language analysis is conducted if the information given by the applicant regarding his/her country/region of origin is conflicting or 

insufficient, and there are doubts regarding the information. 

  

7. No applicant, in the cases processed by the Asylum unit, has as of yet used its own language analysis experts to contradict the results of 

a language analysis in the appeals process. The Asylum unit takes into consideration factors that are both for or against the country/region 

of origin stated by the applicant.  

 
11. In general, the person who is analysed is asked to freely describe his/her life in the country of origin. This type of free discussion 

usually brings out e.g. local vocabulary and dialects.   

 
12. The average price for a language analysis is approx. 400-450 euros. 

 

13. According to the police, the language does matter in the removal process. The embassies/representatives of some countries want to 
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have a discussion with the person who faces removal in order to ascertain that the person is a citizen of their country before they will issue 

a travel document or a passport. The local knowledge of the person as well as the language/dialect used is under scrutiny in these 

discussions. A general remark made by the police considering the language analyses performed by an external contractor is that they are 

not found to be very useful, as the authorities of the country of origin in question want themselves to ascertain the origin of the person to 

be removed. This is understandable, as the language used by a person is not sufficient to confirm his/her nationality status. 

 

 France No This EMN NCP has provided a response to the requesting EMN NCP. However, they have requested that their response is not 

disseminated further 

 Hungary Yes In Hungary we do not use language analysis in our removal process. 

 

 Italy Yes Italy has not implemented such a kind of structured language analysis system, aimed at the identification of undocumented foreigners to 

be repatriated. 

 Latvia Yes 1)      There are no experts in Latvia, who could carry out language analyses. In 2010 there were two cases when the State Border 

Guard used language analyses for asylum seekers conducted by the Swedish company. 

2)      - 

3)      The State Border Guard has started to use language analyses with the aim to identify the asylum seekers since 2010.  

4)      The State Border Guard has not used language analyses for identification of illegal immigrants. 

5)      The State Border Guard take a decision to use a language analysis in case if there is no any information about the asylum seeker 

which could help to identify the person and if an asylum seeker hide his/her identity. 

6)      The organizational process (submitting a request to the company conducting the language analysis and receiving an accept on it, 

as well as harmonization of the date of direct interview) takes approximately two weeks (it depends on language the individual 

speaks) then time to get analysis report takes about three weeks. 

7)      There is no any company or person, who makes a contra-assessment of the language analysis in Latvia. The State Border Guard 

used the Swedish company. 

8)      The only difficulty encountered for the language analysis we used is that it is possible to identify only a region from which an 

asylum seeker came from and it does not allow to narrow the place of  origin, so it does not allow in proper manner identify the 

person. 

9)   The State Border Guard uses the native speakers as interpreters in case if there is no any independent interpreters in Latvia. As the 

recruitment criterions we use the money for the native speakers.  

10)   The State Border Guard used telephone interviews for language analysis with Swedish company. We did not send a tape of the 

interview to the language expert. The advantage of the telephone interview is that the interviewer knows the language and 

dialects of the region where the person came from, as well as has initial information on social, geographical, cultural peculiarities 

of the country. 

11)   As the State Border Guard does not carry out language analysis, we do not have a list with questions for each country.  The State 

Border Guard when applying for the language analysis fills in the order form where indicates what would like to know about the 

person and his/her place of origin. 
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12)   The company that makes a language analysis has a fee list. 

13)   The only difficulty encountered for the language analysis we used is that it is possible to identify only a region from which an 

asylum seeker came from and it does not allow to narrow the place of origin, so it does not allow in proper manner identify the 

person. 

 Lithuania Yes Lithuania does not use language analysis for the removal process. 

 The Netherlands Yes 1) Language analysis is done within the Office for Country Information and Language analysis (in Dutch: Bureau Land en Taal, BLT). This department 

is part of the Dutch Immigration and Naturalization Service and employs four linguists. It hires trained native speakers on freelance basis. A linguist of 

BLT works in tandem with a native analyst on each case. So, we have a combination of qualified linguists and mother tongue speakers.   

Some cases are referred to external service providers, e.g. for cross-checking purposes. 

 

2)   As mentioned above, the Office for Country Information and Language analysis (in Dutch: Bureau Land en Taal, BLT) employs four qualified 

linguists (MA or PhD in linguistics) specialized in language analysis through training on the job. These linguists work with freelance language analysts, 

native speakers of the languages involved. Their education level varies.  

 

3)  Since 1999. 

 

4)  Hundreds of analyses for repatriation purposes have been performed over the last 12 years. We have no exact numbers  available. A clear indication of 

the most likely country of origin based on the language profile can be given in the majority of cases, though not always. 

 

A language analysis may be used as an indication of the most likely place of origin, but it is not a nationality statement. It may help repatriation in the 

sense of getting a laissez-passer, targeting the right foreign embassy, lengthening the time of detention before repatriation and questioning the immigrant, 

but effective repatriation is generally not solely the result of a language analysis. Therefore we cannot answer this question. 

 

5) At present, repatriation lies in the hands of a separate organisation (“Dienst Terugkeer & Vertrek”). It is their choice whether they order a language 

analysis or not. Generally speaking, language analysis is used when there is doubt about the claimed origin and/or ethnicity (for asylum) or uncertainty 

with respect to the actual country of origin (for repatriation). This within the limits of the languages offered as services by BLT. Not all languages can be 

analysed usefully. 

 

6) An analysis takes a couple of hours. Usually the analysis is prepared in advance by the analyst, who listens to the recording in advance. An 

appointment must be made for the linguist and the analyst to discuss the case and finalise a report. This may take between 3-8 weeks, depending on the 

availability of the analyst and the caseload. 

 

7) A contra-assessment is only common in the Netherlands, at least until recently. They are usually made by expert linguists, specialized in the language 

involved. Most of them are hired through commercial agencies such as De Taalstudio. 

 

8) The advantage is that language competence cannot be acquired or „forgotten‟ very easily. It is a robust instrument that can help to direct the efforts to 

be made for repatriation. The disadvantage might be that it is not a nationality statement and does not automatically result in successful repatriation. 

It is difficult to determine whether the time and effort that goes into a language analysis is worth it, in a particular case. 

 

9) Yes, as mentioned above, the linguists work with freelance language analysts, who are native speakers of the languages involved. For 
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more details on their selection we refer you to an article published recently, describing our method in some detail. It is attached. The 

reference details are:  

T. Cambier-Langeveld (2010). The validity of language analysis in the Netherlands. In: K. Zwaan, M. Verrips & P. Muysken (eds), 

Language and Origin: The role of Language in European Asylum Procedures: Linguistic and Legal Perspectives. Nijmegen: Wolf Legal 

Publishers, p. 21-33. 

 

10)  The alien is interviewed by an officer of the Immigration and Naturalization Service face to face, with the help of an interpreter. This 

interview is recorded on cd and then sent to BLT for analysis. This interview is separate from other interviews and explicitly made to 

investigate the complete language profile of the alien. So, the alien will be asked to speak all languages that he commands that could 

support his claimed origin. This method (interview by officer, not an expert) is used mainly for logistic reasons. These officers should be 

properly trained to do these interviews and they should be aware of the differences with the other types of interviews. The linguists of 

BLT provide such training on location and have done so on occasion for officers from foreign immigration services as well. 

 

11) We have a leaflet with topics that should or could be addressed. These include the area of origin, culture, personal background, daily 

life etc. The interviewer should minimally address the claimed life history (alien lived in X and Y, and for how long) and whether the 

applicant speaks any other languages. Formally going through the introductory text, explaining the goal and intention of the interview, is 

also mandatory.  

This leaflet is an internal document that cannot be given out to other parties. 

 

12)  BLT occasionally provides language analyses for other immigration services. The prices vary depending on factors such as the 

number of language analyses requested, specific expertise needed etcetera. Prices are agreed upon on an individual basis with the head of 

BLT. 

 

13) If training is done properly and the interpreters are well chosen, no significant problems. Problems may occur with ill-trained 

interviewers or less well suited interpreters. 

 

 Slovak Republic Yes The Slovak Republic does not use the language analyses for identification of illegal immigrants within the identification procedure. 

 Slovenia Yes Language analysis as such has not been used in Slovenia for the identification of origin of illegal immigrants/international protection 

seekers. But there were quite a few cases when, during the reception of an application for international protection (taken on a written 

record) or during the personal interview, it has been established due to the difficulties in communication with the interpreter (native 

speaker of that particular language in the claimed country of origin - COI) that the applicant‟s COI is probably not the one which the 

applicant first claimed he came from. After the presentation of linguistic facts, the applicants admitted to the false presentation of COI and 

indicated their true COI. 

 

The majority of such cases related to Kosovo that they claimed to be their COI but it was later established that the applicants, with very 

basic knowledge of Albanian language, originated form the rural/remote parts of Albania. 
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 Sweden Yes In Sweden we sometimes use language analysis for asylum seekers with unknown identities during the asylum process. Language analysis 

is not used in the removal process. 

 United Kingdom No This EMN NCP has provided a response to the requesting EMN NCP. However, they have requested that their response is not 

disseminated further 

 Norway No This EMN NCP has provided a response to the requesting EMN NCP. However, they have requested that their response is not 

disseminated further 

 

 

************************ 
 


